Blaster 350s and 750s mounted spreaders

If you are looking for a reliable spreader
that will handle even the most sticky sand
and salt, look no further. Meyer Blaster
spreaders are tough, easy to use and built
to handle year round use.

PERFORMANCE
The Blaster’s unique ½ horsepower,
direct-drive motor is rated at up to 70
amps of surge power and 15 ft. lbs. of
stall-torque to grind through those
annoying chunks of salt or sand. And
the direct-drive system applies the
torque directly to the auger
One-touch operation provides you total
control over Blaster spreaders. The
illuminated in-cab controller (patentpending) includes buttons for the
on/off switch, the "blast" mode which
provides an on-command 70 amp
surge, and a "vibrate" mode. You can
also regulate the spinner speed with
the variable speed controller.

RELIABILITY
The hoppers are made of rust-proof,
high-density polyurethane…the hopper
frames are powder coated with
automotive style paint…the nine-inch
spinners are made of stainless
steel…and the electrical harnesses
include watertight, marine -style
connections. Plus, you can purchase
optional motor guards that double as
storage stands in the off season.
Blaster’s ½hp motor provides superior
operating performance, however, its
marine-style electrical plug keeps the
water out and ensures consistent
electrical flow from the vehicle’s battery
to the motor.

EASE OF USE
Flat beds, dump trucks, tailgates…you name the backend, and
we have the mounting system for it.
There are eight different do-it-yourself
mounting options, including our most
popular two-inch receiver mount
standard on the Blaster
Our most popular Blaster mount, the
easy-to-use two-inch receiver, is especially appropriate for SUVs, pick-up
trucks, tractors and utility vehicles.
Blasters are backed with three years
of standard protection, and five years
on all structural steel and hopper
(you must register your new Blaster
at meyerproducts.com to activate
years three to five).
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Meyer Blaster
350S & 750S
Quality tailgate and 2” hitch mounted Salt and Grit Spreaders
The Meyer Blaster 350s and 750s spreaders are professional tailgate and hitch mounted spreaders. Easy to use and ideal for
many small to large sized jobs from car parks to roads. For driver convenience, the Blaster range has a quick-attach system
that mounts on your existing tow hitch or special adaptations for the tailgate. Hitches can also be provided to attach the
spreader to a forklift truck, ATV, tractor, mower, loader, loading bed or virtually any type of prime mover with a sufficient 12v
power supply. The Blasters’ unique ½hp, direct drive motor is rated at up to 70amps of surge power to grind through those
annoying chunks of salt or sand. This direct drive system applies the torque directly to the auger. A standard vibrator system
helps to keep the material free flowing. A special illuminated controller provides in cab speed variation, blast mode, auto
vibrate and auto spinner stop mode. Suitable for spreading different materials.
CODE

DESCRIPTION

M37000

Blaster 350s Mounted Spreader
160litres –224kg capacity with spreading width of 1-6 metres.
• Lightweight polythene hopper for corrosion resistance and durability. With robust steel mounting frame •
12v heavy duty electric motor 1/2hp. • A standard vibrator motor is fitted to aid the free flowing of more
difficult materials. • Variable speed in cab controller with blast function, auto vibrate and auto spinner stop
mode to reduce wasted material at junctions. • Quick-Attach50 2” receiver hitch mounting system • NoLeak Auger kit (fine material)

2495.00

M39000

Blaster 750s Mounted Spreader
As above but 200litres –280kg capacity with spreading width of 1-6 metres.

2795.00

M34300

No-Leak Auger Kit (Course Material) - Prevents course material like rock salt from leaking through the throat
of the spreader and provides a uniform salt distribution pattern.
No-Leak Auger Kit (Fine Material) - Prevents fine material like fine salt from leaking through the throat of the
spreader.

98.00

M34109

Auger Chain Kit - damp material agitator
Helps break up material. Includes mounting hardware.
Recommended for use with M34600.

97.95

M36500

Mounting Kit –Tractor 3 Point Linkage—Cat1
3-Point Hitch attachment adapts the Meyer BL range to any standard 3-point hitch configuration.

M91003

Mounting Kit - 2” receiver hitch universal tow bar bracket mount.
For mounting on existing road vehicle drawbar assemblies using bolt holes.

M35002

Mounting Kit –’H’ frame flat bed/utility vehicle bed (see pictures on p6).

325.00

M34700

Removable Hopper Screen
The removable, welded-steel mesh hopper screen prevents large chunks of material into the hopper and
improves material flow. Available in 2" x 2" or ½" x ½" mesh.

165.00

M36407

Motor Guard and Integral Storage Stand for Blaster (see p8)

155.00

M34301

PRICE

98.00

295.00

85.00

All Prices are subject to VAT
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